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Introduction

We are at the beginning of a massive expansion in the size of serial-
section electron microscopy image sets. A few years ago gigabyte
datasets were considered large. Improvements in sample preparation
along with automated sectioning and high-througput imaging have
brought us to the current 100 TByte level. Our collaborators expect
to produce the first petascale datasets from brain samples as large
as 1 cubic millimeter next year. Much larger volumes will be needed
to follow neural pathways over many millimeters that are formed by
axons and dendrites as small as 100 nanometers in diameter[1].

Each dataset is formed from millions of 2-D images that must be trans-
formed into 3-D volumes prior to human or automated circuit tracing
and segmentation. There are computational challenges at all stages
from acquisition to assembly and analysis. This poster outlines our
approaches to the image registration task which assembles raw im-
age data into the coherent 3-D volumes required for further analysis.

Overview of the AlignTK process

Our released software, AlignTK, performs batch-oriented parallel
alignment of large numbers of 2-D images in either 2 or 3-dimensions.
Although it is applied mostly to electron-microscopy images of neural
tissue, the package can be used with arbitrary grayscale images. It
consists of roughly 20 tools, including:

FIND RST which finds the rotation, scale, and translation that best
registers one image to another.

REGISTER which finds the best non-linear map that registers one
image to another image.

INSPECTOR which allows one to inspect images and maps, and to
add correspondence points to help yield good registration of problem-
atic image pairs.

ALIGN which takes a set of relative maps relating images, and uses
a relaxation method to produce a set of absolute maps that position
those images in space.

APPLY MAP which applies a set of maps to a set of images to pro-
duce one or more output images.

These tools can be used in combinations ranging from simple to com-
plex. For uncomplicated image stacks of modest size (up to 200 sec-
tions or so), the following pattern works well:
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Large-area sections are typically imaged as number of overlapping
frames. To handle the stitching of frames into section images, we can
use a pattern such as:
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For very large stacks and/or stacks with highly distorted sections, the
alignment can be done in a three-stage fashion:
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The user selects a backbone of high-quality anchor sections spaced
at intervals throughout the stack. The first stage aligns these anchor
sections into a coherent stack. Then, a preliminary alignment is done
on all intervening sections to guess at their approximate position in
aligned space. In the third stage, each intervening section is regis-
tered to its preceding and succeeding anchor sections to produce a
distortion model for that section. This distortion model is used to set
intra-section spring distances and tensions in the spring network that
ALIGN constructs:

Relaxation of this spring network yields the maps that are then applied
back to the section images, producing an aligned stack:

The AlignTK package is available on the MMBIOS website at:
http://mmbios.org/index.php/software/aligntk

Overview of SWiFT image registration

Although the quality of AlignTK output is very good there is potential
for further improvement in speed, the reduction of human intervention
and better robustness in the presence of artifacts that are unavoidable
in large datasets. Improvements in all of these factors will be critical to
advance to petavoxel volumes and the many high-througput datasets
that will be needed to study the wiring of extended circuits or entire
insect or larval fish brains.

Our second approach to registration is built around the concept of
signal whitening implemented in the Fourier domain. Since it also
promises very fast operation we call it Signal Whitening Fourier Trans-
form Image Registration (SWiFT IR).

Although this process also finds correspondence points in overlapping
images it uses different principles to replace normalized correlation,
stochastic hill-climbing search and spring models which can be slow
to process and are sometimes difficult to control. Conventionally reg-
istration uses matching measures such as sum of squared differences
of intensities or normalized correlation. Correlation has the advantage
that it can use FFT processing to achieve large speed improvements
when the search region exceeds a few hundred pixels. A common
variation of correlation that avoids extra CPU time needed for normal-
ization is phase only correlation. Both methods are invariant to overall
contrast and intensity shifts.

Normalized correlation is not very robust to staining artifacts, tears,
folds and ragged tissue edges. Phase correlation is even more sen-
sitive to these situations and also behaves poorly in the presence of
even small uncorrected rotations, stretches or shears. Biological vi-
sion, optics and signal processing provide an interesting alternative in
the form of signal whitening.

Natural vision appears to use both temporal and spatial whitening to
decorrelate visual information into efficient codes [2,3]. Rather than
simulating this process we are instead working from the related con-
cept of matched filtering introduced by Dwight North in 1943 as a

means to optimize radar signal detection in the presence of noise.
The concept is to correlate the actual received signal with a template
that incorporates the expected channel distortions. In the frequency
domain this means tuning the relative responses to equalize the SNR
across the entire signal bandwidth. This is easily done within the usual
FFT correlation framework with no loss of speed relative to phase only
correlation but with substantial improvement in the results.

The following images illustrate a case where both normalized cross
correlation and phase correlation failed to find the proper match in
the presence of a tear and associated nearby distortion. The top
square is a pattern region from an undamaged section that needs
to be found as indicated in the adjacent torn section shown below.

An representing the the output from SWiFT IR, above, shows the
proper location of the upper left corner of the proper match as the
slightly diffuse white spot. The slight elongation of the spot indicates
stretch of the target with respect to the template pattern but leaves
no doubt that the match position is very tightly constrained. (Phase
and cross correlation are not shown here due to space limitations.)
Significantly, the high SNR of the SWiFT IR process provides a reli-
able stopping criteria which eliminates the need for stochastic search.
The ability of the process to find highly precise matches across spans
of many serial sections allows replacement of spring relaxation by a
simple Kalman filter for global alignment.
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